Abstract - To meet the customers requirement to manufacturing the product within time & achieve the interchangeability of parts with the required accuracy the fixture plays significant role. Study of location, clamping & support system are necessary elements of the fixture. Traditionally the fixture design is based on the trial & error method. So fixture designing was time consuming process. Now currently the automation of fixture design is called as the computer aided fixture design which gives exact idea of virtual fixture & find out the deficiency in it. This CAFD is quick process. Due to globalization demand & variability in rapidly increases so to achieve the finished good suitable fixture design is required within short time. Many methodologies & approaches are given by researchers are shortly discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fixtures are the significant tools used in the industries for achievement of interchangeable and duplicate parts. Fixture helps to raise the productivity of given respective component. Because of it eliminates the position of marking and measuring which acts against the value added activities. There are different types of fixtures. Mainly Machining fixture, Assembly fixtures And Inspection fixtures. Again the machining fixtures are classified into two main types one is dedicated fixture and other is modular fixture. Generally dedicated fixture uses where the nature of production is mass and there is no need to change the setup as the given component remains the same. The modular fixture uses where the nature of production and some similar type of variations in product in such cases the modular types of fixtures are used. The value of the fixture design & manufacturing is nearly 10-20% of the manufacturing process. In the globalization era the customers requirement and demand rapidly changes to meet the customers demand the product should be within it lead time with more accuracy. So it can be achieve by adoption of methodology of computer-aided fixture design.

2. Fixture Design

Mainly the computer aided fixture design is classified in 4 steps.

Setup planning shows that the component is oriented in a respective direction by taken into consideration of machining features on the component & when other group of machining feature is to be carry out then the position & orientation of the component is changed.

In Fixture planning desirable requirement & characteristic of respective fixture & fixturing layout are find out.

In unit design the various types of element is required for the fixture designing & has to be assemble the locating system, clamping system & supporting system. The conceptual unit design & detail unit design needs to be carry out.

Last stage is the fixture design verification against the desirable outputs of fixture i.e. check the desirable requirement of the fixture is fully satisfied or not.
2.1 SETUP PLANNING

At first the machining features are studied then according to the similarity between machining features if it is grouped together it is easy to carry out machining process. Setup planning is required to do for accommodate as possible as possible machining features in minimum setup planning so that minimum tool changing & reduces the time of loading & unloading of component. Setup planning for prismatic part is given below.

Table 1: Setup planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Tool approach direction</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blind hole</td>
<td>Drilling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>Milling</td>
<td>4,5,6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>Milling</td>
<td>1,5,6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1. Setup sequencing

A group of second setup taken first because less number of machining features & then after machining of group second then first group is taken for machining. The setup planning provide guidance for the more space for the locating & clamping positions. Because the less number of machining features is always taken first due to sufficient space for clamping, locating & supporting.

Fig-2: Prismatic Component for set up planning

2.1.2 Approaches for setup planning

Many authors had worked in the field of setup planning by giving various methodologies. Attila et. al. [1] The research methodology focused on the setup planning & fixture planning module (SUPFIX) in which the solution for the required fixture can achieve by past data available of the previous module. The module determines the possible same tolerance can machine in a single setup. Else it refuses then it determines that all machining features can machined in a single setup. Like this the module proceeds.

Mohring et. al. [2] Aim is to check the influence of the fixture setup in milling process on the stability of the process. A reconfigurable fixture used for different setup & Finite element (FE) analysis approach used. Maniar et. al. [3] Machining component TEE body of an petroleum refinery its Setup planned such that all the machining features can combine in a single setup on a single machining centre by using rotating fixture. Premortem tool methodology used along with IV quadrant, VIII quadrant & VIII diamond quadrant computer aided mass balancing used. Huang et. al. [4] Setup planning is the orientation of component, datum selection & setup sequencing. Tolerance has vital role in precise manufacturing. Tolerance analysis applied in process planning to compensate time required for datum selection & setup. Graph theory applied as a mathematical tool. Ming et. al. [5] Hopfield Neural Network approach used it results in the efficient tolerance relationship between setup. Yuru et. al. [6] An Integrated methodology used for setup planning & fixture design such that it automatically determines the parameters likes tolerance relationship, forming machining groups, restrictions of degree of freedom. Fixture designing by using fuzzy evaluation & Hybrid RBR. Contini et. al. [7] Developed a optimized set up planning by using graph based approach. Results shown that minimum number of set up planning required for the specimen to perform its machining operation in most convenient way. Ong et. al. [8] To find out orientation & position of specimen in each machining operation setup planning gives the exact ideas. In their research work presents approaches used hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) & simulated annealing to enhance the results setup planning optimized by precedence.
relationship matrix (PRM). Zhang et. al. [9] In their research presents setup planning with various methodologies. Hybrid graph which shows relation between machining features & Datum. Tolerance information of geometric tolerance & Dimensional tolerance. Bansal et. al. [10] Research focus on the minimization of tolerance by integration of setup planning & fixture.

2.2. Fixture planning

In fixture planning the positions of locations, positions of clamping are find out. The locators are place only where the surface is machined and having more accuracy i.e. where the machined surface have lower tolerance. There must be a more gap between the locators so that the locators can accommodate the component completely. 3-2-1 principles are used for locations of prismatic components for higher rigidity. The possible type of fixturing layout are find out according to the component. Fixture planning is integrated of machining feature recognition & typical fixturing requirements. Following table represents typical fixturing requirement.

**Table -2: Featuring desire requirements of fixture**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR.NO.</th>
<th>GENERIC REQUIREMENTS</th>
<th>DETAILS OF GENERIC REQUIREMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Robust design fixture should be manufactured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Size &amp; shape of given component should be easily placed in fixture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixture should provide stability to the given component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixture should be designed by considering minimum material required so as to avoid excess weight to it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loading &amp; unloading of the component should be easy &amp; quick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sharp corners should be avoided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Constraining</td>
<td>Fixtures should prevent all its degree of freedom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Collision prevention</td>
<td>Avoid unnecessary contact with the component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cutting tool path is in the exact way of machining features only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>Tolerance of fixture should be capable to satisfy component tolerance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Cost should be low.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Approach for fixture planning & optimization

Attila et. al. [11] Fixture configuration module (FIXCO) used to generate current fixture planning for a specimen. Past module database utilized. Output of CAD model given into to CAM model results in tool path visualization which gives prior idea that collision prevention. Kaya [12] To prevent the deformation of specimen the positions of location & clamping optimized for better results in terms of fitness value by using Genetic Algorithm (GA) & FE approach. Vasundara et. al. [13] Due to machining forces & clamping forces error occurred because of deformation of workpiece. To minimize the deformation the location & clamping points changed for the optimization purpose. Methodology used as FEA, ANN & RSM. Song et. al. [14] All degree of freedom of specimen under –constraint determined automatically. Results in proper locating positions. In their research the rank of locating matrix utilized to achieve constraint status geometrically & then algorithm developed to support information for unconstraint motion of workpiece in under-constraint motion. Stamfer et. al.[15] Consequences of workpiece – Fixture interaction considered dynamically. Genetic Algorithm (GA) used along with finite element analysis. Results shown that optimized model shows less deformation of workpiece. Hangrove et. al. [16] Research focus on Generic IDEF model which integrated used in Fixture planning & fixture design. IDEF model determine information required between process planning & fixture design. Cecil et. al. [17] Research work consist of functional aspect of location strategy & clamping strategy discussed. Krishnakumar et. al. [18] Fixture layouts directly impacts the machining accuracy of a specimen. Different positions of clamping & locating gives varying deformation of specimen. In their research work the Genetic Algorithm (GA) used to optimized the fixturing layout by changing the positions of locating & clamping. Shreyes et. al. [19] A discrete elastic contact model used to check interface between fixture – workpiece. Locating errors reduced to enhance the locating accuracy. In their research two fixturing layout compared.

Masoumi et. al. [20] Research work focus on optimization of fixture layout in a multi-station sheet assembly. liaison graph and Breadth-First Search algorithm approaches used. Menessa et. al. [21] Objective function decided to minimize the deformation of a workpiece finite element methodology utilized to determine the deformation. And for optimization Broyden-feltcher Goldfarb-shanno optimization utilized for best position for fixturing support elements. Gonzalo et. al. [22] Research work find out the causes of static deformation in clamping & by evaluation of reaction forces method adopted to reduce geometrical distortion using concept of intelligent fixture. Andrea et. al. [23] Geometrical error occurred when workpiece surface gets deviated by workpiece-fixture
contact or due to machining forces. Deviation results into error. Determined the main source of error. A mathematical Part – Position algorithm used. Lu et. al. [24] 3-2-1 Principle scheme of location utilized & three point locations optimized by using Genetic Algorithm (GA) & using FEA & Neural Network deformation predicted. Wan et. al. [25] To optimized the Natural frequency of fixture-workpiece novel non-linear programming problem based frequency sensitivity build. Siva kumar et. al. [26] Genetic Algorithm used along FEA (APDL) to achieve minimum error during machining operation of drilling.

2.3. Unit design

Already the fixturing layout is drawn into the CAD softwares. The locating system, clamping system & supporting system are firstly conceptual designed then its needs to be detailed design by considering various possible types of failures (failure due to shearing, bending, crushing, tensile & torsional) & check in the design whether the fixturing component is safe or not. If fixturing component is safe then proceed towards the last step of fixture design i.e. verification or else redesign the dimensions of respective fixturing unit design.

2.3.1 Approaches in Unit design

Mathew et. al. [27] Automated fixture design has significant role that interrelate between the CAD & CAM. The Cased based reasoning (CBR) approach used it refers past information available & applied to current present fixture design problems. Boonsuk et. al. [28] Research work focused on the automation of fixture design for a rapid machining process. Sacrificial fixturing in a rapid prototyping process & Support design methods shown. Price et. al. [29] Research focus on the approach of Case Based Reasoning (CBR) applied to the Welding fixture design. Its helps to decide the fixturing layout for current problem by using previous entire information available in database. Hurtado et. al. [30] Research focus on the Algorithm model which determines the suitable force of clamping & suitable numbers of positions & sizes of dowel pins to optimized. Stiffness based on tolerance limit specifications. Hunter et. al. [31]Research work focused on the Knowledge models standard process of fixture design discussed. Standard knowledge templates used to store the common entities like locators & clamps. Kumar et. al. [32] An automated fixture design technique utilized. Finding out the fixturing point by formulated as heuristic rules. Detailed selection of clamping point discussed. Mervyn et. al. [33] Evolutionary search algorithm to generate the modular fixture. Results into optimized fixturing layout. Raghu et. al. [34] Sequence of clamping affect the geometrical deformation of workpiece & leads to the error. Force based clamping sequence model used along with workpiece - fixture compliance model. Wang et. al. [35] Case Based Reasoning methodology used in their research work for welding fixture by using tools of computer aided. Researcher developed multi level CBR referencing past data. Tohidi et. al. [36] Varying different component needs to be developed different fixture so more time & cost required to compensate this problem the mathematical planning model developed for optimized locations of jiggins-pins for an modular fixture. This model solved by GAMS by using BARCON software.

2.4. Verification

Last step of fixture design which verify whether all the requirement of setup planning, fixture planning & unit design are satisfied or not. Verification ensures the fixture design is as per the standard. Stability of working component, restricted motion of degree of freedom, Tool path , loading & unloading of component, Machining force on component all the typical requirement of good fixture is verified.

2.4.1 Approaches used in fixture design for usability & affordability requirements

Factors considered for the usability & affordability is that low cost, low weight, don’t damage to the workpiece, ease way of chip removal. Boyle et. al. [37] Performance of fixture is determined with respect to the usability & affordability requirements (Loading, unloading time, processing time, cycle time & cost). Ong et. al. [38] More analytical methodologies used to verify the performance of the designed fixture. Brost et. al. [39] Developed algorithm for modular fixture that can rebuild the setup in a minimum time. The designed fixture verified by the genuine fixturing requirements.

2.4.2 Approaches used in fixture design for collision detection

Most significant aspect in a fixture design. Tool path should touch only the specific location where the machining operation required. It prevents damage to the workpiece & fixture & also save the tool breaking. Hu et. al. [40] Research focused on the fast checking interface collision detection in between the cutting tool & the workpiece. Swept volume methodology used for collision detection which is more convenient for verification in
collision detection. Kumar et. al. [41] By the use of Computer aided fixture design (CAFD) methodology generated for the Automated fixture design (AFD) that find out fixturing locating & clamping points along with considering the tool collision free by interface detection sub module of workpiece & tool in a fixturing layout. Gaoliang [42] In their work for modular fixture design a 3D manipulation approach used result shows the collision detection free interaction between the component & machining tool in a modular fixture. Kow et. al. [43] collision free an integrated approach use in the modular fixture.

2.4.3 Approaches used in fixture design for constraining

Significant factor to be considered in fixture design. It restrict the free motions of workpiece during the machining operations. Ensures the stability of workpiece. Vishnupriyan et. al. [51] 3-2-1 principles of location used for the component stability. Deng et. al. [51] Sufficient amount of clamping force determined for the achieve stability of fixture dynamically. Qin et. al. [52] Exact location of locators are determined by concept of venn diagram & generated a methodology for restrict the degree of freedom.

2.4.4. Approaches used in fixture design for tolerance requirement

Tolerance gives the accuracy in manufacturing. The selection of tolerance based on different approach discussed by various researchers. Boyle et. al. [44] Tolerance provided on location system such that it should be within the acceptable range of part design tolerance by considering the consequences during the deformation of under the applied machining force. Wang et. al. [45] The error due to locating compensated by providing high tolerance at locating system. But in the optimized layout need not provide unnecessary high precise tolerance to the locators. Bansal et. al. [46] Integrated system developed by considering tolerance minimization. Chaudhary et. al. [47] Their research focused on the effect of tolerance on the geometric error. Huang et. al. [48] Research focus on the formation of setup planning by using graph theoretical methodology considering the tolerance analysis. The methodology is mathematical in nature & easy to modified & computerized. Rong et. al. [49] Research shown that locating tolerance directly impact the daum location & machining features to be carry out. Vishnupriyan et. al. [50] Due to machining process the accuracy of component get influence. The desirable tolerance should be given for a locator such that it should accommodate the component tolerance. Genetic Algorithm used for the better fixturing layout.

3. CONCLUSION

It is the most essential need to Integrate the various methodologies & approaches used in the computer aided fixture design in a CAD software for a cohesive fixture achieve. Effectively reduction in time & cost required for the fixture design can be achieved by adoption of these methodologies.

4. FUTURE SCOPE

Essential need to integrate the various methodologies and approaches used in the computer aided fixture design in a CAD software additional with the help of intelligent fixture system to achieve more cohesive fixture design.
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